
•  Lockable Toggle Latch 
(MX32) 

•  LED bars assigned by zone
• Optional SD memory card
•  Ideal for industrial 

applications

• One to eight channel options
• Five programmable alarms
• STEL & TWA Alarms
•  Large graphic and multi-language 

LCD display
• Easy to use menus

The Cambridge Sensotec SF6 

Fixed Detection System is a 
wide area monitoring solution to 
ensure the safety of personnel 
in rooms where SF6 is at high 
pressure.

The system comprises either the Oldham Gas MX32 alarm measurement 
panel linked to one or two Oldham Gas OLCT-XPIR SF6  fixed detectors, or 
the larger Oldham Gas MX43 alarm measurement panel linked to between 
one and eight Oldham Gas OLCT-XPIR SF6  fixed detectors.

The MX32 and MX43 are compact, low-profile, wall-mount controllers that 
continuously monitor for SF6  leaks using remote cabled detector head units, 
positioned at low level around the surrounding walls. The panels include  a 
strobe and horn to alert personnel in the event that the alarm levels for SF6  
in the working environment exceed acceptable limits. Power alarm relays 
can be used to trigger external sirens or link into existing alarm equipment. 
All data can be output to a PLC or building management system.

The OLCT100-XPIR SF6  long-life infrared detector is an ATEX rated 4-20mA 
analogue SF6 gas transmitter designed for industrial applications in 
hazardous locations; the measurement range is 0-2,000ppm (the threshold 
limit value - or TLV, time-weighted average - for SF6  is 1,000 ppm). Each 
detector has programmable INSTANT, STEL and TWA alarm thresholds.

As each application is unique we offer a full installation design and 
installation service to meet your requirements and obligations. Please 
contact Cambridge Sensotec for further information or to discuss your 
requirements.

The Cambridge Sensotec SF6 Fixed Detection System is a wide area monitoring 
solution to ensure safety for personnel working in, or who have access to, rooms 
that contain high voltage switchgear, circuit breakers and transformers where SF6 is 
at high pressure;  it is important to monitor for leaks continuously.
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Specification
Operating Temperature -20 to +50°C

Voltage 100 to 240V AC or 21 to 28V DC

Battery Backup Optional battery pack for continuous operation during power outage

Alarms Klaxon and Strobe included

Alarm Relays
Programmable alarm relays per channel and 1 fault relay 

(non-programmable)

Data Outputs RS485 Modbus 4 RTU (digital), analogue outputs and external relays (for alarms)

Data Storage Optional SD memory card

Measurement Time Continuous on-line

Calibration Annual on-site calibration recommended 

Display Large graphical LCD back lit and multi language

Dimensions
MX32 is 265 x 266 x 96 mm 

MX43 is 370 x 299 x 109 mm, both in a wall-mounted IP55 case

Weight
MX32 - 1.8kg 

MX43 - 4kg

Detector Range 0-2,000 ppm SF6

Calibration Cup

Splash Guard System 
 

Protective Cover 
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Accessories

SF6 Gas
SF6 is an extremely stable, non-flammable and highly electronegative gas with excellent dielectric properties. It 
is commonly used in medium and high voltage electrical equipment as an electrical insulator, arc-quenching and 
cooling medium.

SF6 is a man-made gas not present in the atmosphere, and is therefore subject to occupational exposure limits to 
protect personnel. The international Kyoto agreement protocol has mandated reductions to SF6  emissions amongst 
its member states so leaks to the atmopshere must be monitored and prevented at all times.

The use of an independent SF6 detector area monitoring wall mounted system is therefore required to keep staff safe 
and keep unnecessary emissions and leaks to an absolute minimum. SF6 is much heavier than air and therefore 
detectors are mounted just above floor level to maximise detection sensitivity. The quantity of detectors needed will 
depend on the size, shape and nature of the building.


